Preparing for the quantum revolution: What is the role of higher education?
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Quantum sensing, quantum networking and communication, and quantum computing have attracted significant attention recently, as these quantum technologies could offer significant advantages over existing technologies. In order to accelerate the commercialization of these quantum technologies, the workforce must be equipped with the necessary skills. Through a qualitative study of the quantum industry, in a series of interviews with 21 U.S. companies carried out in Fall 2019, we describe the types of activities being carried out in the quantum industry, profile the types of jobs that exist, and describe the skills valued across the quantum industry, as well as in each type of job. The current routes into the quantum industry are detailed, providing a picture of the current role of higher education in training the quantum workforce. Finally, we present the training and hiring challenges the quantum industry is facing and how higher education may optimize the important role it is currently playing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The passing of the National Quantum Initiative (NQI) Act [1–4] in December 2018 has highlighted the advance of new quantum technologies out of the laboratory and into the commercial environment. These new technologies have the capacity to provide significant advantages to existing industries: from sensing to communication, and, most conspicuously, computing [5–8]. The first of the purposes listed in the NQI Act is “to expand the number of researchers, educators, and students with training in quantum information science and technology to develop a workforce pipeline.” It is the aim of our research to begin to address this purpose in relation to the role of higher-education institutions. We focus on the training of students (undergraduate and graduate) to enter the workforce and the retraining of the existing workforce. While we do not consider the training of academic researchers (for jobs at universities or national laboratories) or educators, our conclusions may be relevant when considering these groups, especially as the skills needed by the quantum industry are closely aligned with academia. As a result, our goal is to provide a useful resource for faculty and administrative leaders at higher-education institutions who are currently considering how to incorporate the exciting new aspects of quantum technologies into their curricula. Conversely, our goal is not to provide exhaustive quantitative data on companies or employment related to these quantum technologies.

The range of different companies in the industry developing these quantum technologies is large and varied, therefore, to provide some clarity for the ensuing discussion, we first define some key terms we will be using throughout this work. The NQI Act defines quantum information science as “the use of the laws of quantum physics for the storage, transmission, manipulation, computing, or measurement of information.” [1]. We use this definition as the basis for our definition of the quantum industry as follows: all companies engaged in activities that either apply quantum information science for their product to function or provide technology that enables such a product. We similarly define the quantum workforce as all the people who work for companies (or specialized divisions within companies) in the quantum industry. We use these definitions in our study to ensure that we do not overlook important parts of the quantum industry.

The results of our study are both compelling and timely because the increased national interest and associated funding opportunities have led higher-education institutions across the U.S. to consider how to provide their students with the skills needed for a career in the quantum industry. Workshops, such as the Kavli Futures Symposium on Achieving a Quantum Smart Workforce [9] and the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded Quantum Information Science and Technology training and
workforce development workshop [10], brought together faculty from dozens of physics, engineering, and computer science departments to share how each are developing new courses, certifications, and/or degrees at their institutions. Companies in the quantum industry, being stakeholders in the development of the quantum workforce, sent representatives to these workshops as well.

The quantum industry has been proactive in helping with the development of the workforce pipeline. Industry groups, such as the Quantum Economic Development Consortium (QED-C), which was established through the NQI Act with a purpose to support “the development of a robust quantum information science and technology industry in the United States” [1,11] and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [12], have established working groups to bring together interested parties to help facilitate education and training related to the skills needed by the quantum industry. As part of these actions the QED-C has conducted a survey of members to quantify the needs of the quantum industry; the IEEE has hosted a Quantum Education Summit at the Rebooting Computing Conference [13], and will be hosting a Technical Paper Track on Quantum Education and Training at the IEEE Quantum Week [14].

The U.S. Federal Government is promoting interactions between the quantum industry and higher-education institutions through the National Quantum Coordination Office, established by the NQI Act within the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy [1,15,16]. Additionally, the NQI Act has directed both the NSF and the Department of Energy to distribute funds. The NSF is doing so by funding three Quantum Leap Challenge Institutes [17] each made up of collaborations between universities and National Laboratories and led by the University of California-Berkeley (quantum computing), the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (quantum architectures and networks), and the University of Colorado Boulder (quantum sensing and distribution). The Department of Energy is providing funding through Quantum Information Science Research Centers [18] led by the following National Laboratories: Argonne (quantum networks, sensors, standards), Brookhaven (quantum computing), Fermilab (quantum materials and systems), Lawrence Berkeley (quantum algorithms and devices), and Oak Ridge (topological quantum materials). These federal-government-led initiatives involve dedicated foci on methods to expand the workforce pipeline for the quantum industry.

In all of the discussions between industry and academia, and within academia, many more questions than answers have arisen. Therefore, before higher-education institutions implement new courses and programs to develop the workforce pipeline, one important question to answer is what are the skills that are needed? We use the term “skills” in the broadest sense: from knowledge of abstract concepts to the ability to build a physical system. To answer this question, we first have to understand what skills are valued by the quantum industry and what the current roles higher education and companies are taking in developing those skills. This follows a similar approach to previous work, in identifying the breadth and depth of skills in the photonics workforce [19]. To explore the role of higher-education institutions in the workforce pipeline for the quantum industry, we have conducted interviews with 21 different companies that have self-identified as being within the quantum industry. Each interview covered questions on company context, skills, and knowledge required as a function of academic preparation and job type, as well as training and hiring (full interview protocol is included in Supplemental Material, Sec. S.IV [20]).

Using this snapshot of the quantum industry, we characterize the existing workforce pipeline by answering the following questions:

1. What are the career opportunities that exist in the quantum industry?
2. What are the skills valued by employers?
3. How have existing employees gained the required skills?

Once we have established the current state of the quantum workforce, it is then possible to explore how that state may evolve in the future, which can then inform where higher-education institutions can place their efforts to better prepare students who wish to pursue careers in the quantum industry. We do this by presenting data that answer the following questions:

4. What training and education programs would be helpful to teach the required skills and knowledge?
5. What are the skills that are currently hard to find when hiring for the quantum workforce?

The answers to these five questions will be provided in Sec. III. To frame the answers to these questions, we first provide descriptions of the types of activities that are being carried out in the quantum industry.

A. What are the activities of companies in the quantum industry?

The below categories of activities have been developed based on the responses from our interview study, public websites, and the literature on the quantum industry [5,7]:

1. Quantum sensors: A company that is developing a sensor, such as a clock, magnetometer, gravimeter, or accelerometer, that has improved precision, compared to existing technology, by taking advantage of the ability to finely control the quantum states of the system, while still being able to be used for commercial applications.

2. Quantum networking and communication: A company that is producing quantum-key distribution technologies or software, or is engaged in the development of hardware technologies to distribute entangled states.
3. **Quantum computing hardware**: A company that is building a quantum computer using any one of many different hardware approaches, such as superconducting, trapped-ion, or photonic qubits. Additionally, this includes the software development required for the hardware to operate, including, but not necessarily, all the way to a full-stack provision of quantum programming languages to end users who want to run their own quantum algorithms. At the current time, these companies may also be developing software to simulate the operation of a quantum computer on a classical machine.

4. **Quantum algorithms and applications**: A company that takes a real-world problem and applies knowledge of quantum computation to that problem in an attempt to solve it, or at least to demonstrate that it is possible to solve, with the goal of achieving a solution faster than a classical computer. They may also be involved with the development of new algorithms to run on quantum computers. These are the current “end users” of quantum computing hardware.

5. **Facilitating technologies**: A company that builds, often customized, hardware that is used in either quantum sensors, networking and communication, or computing hardware, such as laser, cryogenic, vacuum, and signal processing components.

We use the above terms, when referring to companies, in order to protect the identity of the companies that participated in the research. As companies may have activities in more than one of the above categories, there are subtleties that must be considered even when asking what may appear to be a simple question, such as, “how many quantum computing companies are there?” We explore some of these subtleties relating to our data below.

**B. Distribution of company types**

To describe the landscape of the quantum industry in terms of the distribution of companies among the types of activities described previously, we researched the companies that have signed letters of intent with the QED-C [11] and applied our categorization to those companies. While not all companies that have activities within the quantum industry have joined the QED-C, it is nevertheless informative to discuss what the distribution of companies reveals and how that relates to the distribution of companies within the sample interviewed for this research [Fig. 1(a)].

The type of activity that corresponds to the largest number of companies in the QED-C is that of facilitating technologies. Based on data from our interviews and public information, these companies are often small (less than 20 employees) to medium (between 20 and 200 employees inclusive) sized, in terms of total number of employees [cf. Fig. 1(b)], which specialize in components (e.g., lasers) that may be used in other industries, as well as the quantum industry. Some of these companies are manufacturers of components that have uses in many different industries, while others have experience providing specialized equipment to university research laboratories.

The other activity with the largest number of companies in the QED-C is quantum algorithms and applications. This number includes almost all of the quantum computing hardware companies. We make the distinction between...
these two types of activities because both the product and the skills required of employees are very different. Nevertheless, these two types of activities are clearly related, and are often both described as “quantum computing.” The companies with activities based solely on the applications of quantum computing are generally small companies that provide consulting on the possibilities of quantum computation to larger companies who are themselves not actively involved in the quantum industry. Of the quantum algorithms and applications companies interviewed, not all were also quantum computing hardware companies. These small quantum algorithms and applications companies can exist because of the ability to remotely access the hardware provided by the medium-to-large sized quantum computing hardware companies (large being greater than 200 employees). This means that these small companies do not have to overcome the significant barrier to entry into the marketplace of building and maintaining quantum computing hardware.

Quantum networking and communication companies are mostly medium to large in terms of number of employees. In 2017, it was reported that “U.S. interest in QKD [quantum-key distribution] has declined” [21], however, partly due to the NQI, this is an area that has been recently reinvigorated [22].

Our sample indicates that quantum sensing companies either are small, in terms of number of employees, or are small subdivisions of large companies. They often use similar technologies to some of the approaches to quantum computing. Quantum sensing is the most established activity within the quantum industry (ignoring facilitating technologies), as the atomic clock is a quantum sensor that has been commercially available since 1956 [23]. The improved precision offered by recent developments in hardware and quantum information theory are currently making their way out of the laboratory and into new commercial devices that benefit from reductions in size, weight, and power [6].

In the following section, we present the methodological approach we used for this study and discuss some of the limitations that may apply to our conclusions. In Sec. III, we present the results of our interview study comprising 21 companies that span the full range of the types of activities within the quantum industry. In Sec. IV, we discuss the results and present our conclusions on what the role of higher education is in preparing for the quantum revolution.

II. METHODOLOGY

Initial research questions were developed to explore the needs of the quantum industry. These were translated into an interview protocol (Supplemental Material, Sec. S. IV [20]) that was designed to last approximately one hour. The interview was semi-structured, meaning that deviations from the script were allowed for clarification of statements from the interviewee, as well as to ensure a complete coverage of the interview material. The interview was tested on a colleague before being administered to attain feedback on logical self-consistency, wording of questions, and coverage of topics. Minor alterations to the interview protocol were incorporated between interviews in order to improve the clarity of the questions. The lists of scientific and technical skills used as prompts in the interview protocol were taken from the 2016 report of the Joint Task Force on Undergraduate Physics Programs [24].

Companies from the U.S. engaged in activities that fall within the quantum industry were contacted through the QED-C (approximately 70 companies at that time) in September 2019. Specifically, persons who were involved with the hiring and supervision of new employees were asked to contribute to the study. The companies were provided with anonymity. Seventeen companies responded to the request, leading to 11 interviews. The sampling of companies was expanded beyond the initial responses to the QED-C request through snowball sampling [25,26] and the direction of the sampling was chosen to sample across the quantum industry (cf. Fig. 1). In addition to the QED-C mailing list, emails were sent to 22 individuals to solicit participation, which led to 11 further interviews. In some cases, we interviewed more than one person at the same company in the same interview (the maximum number of interviewees at one time was 3). Therefore, we spoke with 26 individuals in a total of 22 interviews. Two of these interviews were with representatives from the same company, therefore resulting in 21 companies in our sample. The interviews were conducted in person or via teleconferencing. The companies were categorized based on their activities as defined in Sec. I.A. The definitions of the categories for the companies were revised based on the information gained from the interviews.

The interviews were transcribed using an automated, online transcription service (Rev.com). Each automated transcription was checked against the original audio recording and transcription errors corrected. An a priori codebook was developed based on our research questions [27]. The key codes included job types, degree level, and degree subject mainly to act as labels to associate with identified skills. Emerging codes, mainly identifying the distinct skills and knowledge mentioned in the interviews, were also established on the first coding pass of the transcripts and added to the codebook [27,28]. After an initial coding of 8 transcripts, confirmatory interrater reliability (IRR) was completed by an independent coder on one transcript, whereby the independent coder would state whether they agreed or disagreed with the assignment of codes by the original coder. This led to refinements of the codebook and recoding of the 8 transcripts, before coding the remaining transcripts. Confirmatory IRR only checks for false-positive coding, which is useful for ensuring the clarity of the codebook and the applications of the codes.
TABLE I. Results from interrater reliability comparison of coding. Agreement is the percentage of the sample of the interview transcripts that both coder $A$ and coder $B$ applied the same code to plus the percentage of the sample to which neither coder $A$ and coder $B$ applied the same code. Cohen's kappa is a statistical measure of agreement accounting for the possibility of chance agreement between two coders [30]. The maximum value of kappa is 1, implying complete agreement. A value of 0.74 is generally considered to be a sign of good agreement [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement (%)</th>
<th>Cohen's kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job types</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree level</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree subject</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second round of IRR was completed once all transcripts were coded. For this second test of IRR, a subset of the transcripts coded as either a job type, degree subject, or degree level was sent to a second independent coder to apply the same codes (without being aware of the original code assignments—i.e., this is not confirmatory IRR). We report, in Table I, the average initial agreement between the two coders, at sentence-level matching, using two measures. These high levels of agreement demonstrate the robustness of the analysis, and indicate the level of uncertainty in the numerical results [29]. Additionally, confirmatory IRR was completed on the skills and knowledge codes, with an average agreement of 98%. All the disagreements were discussed and reconciled.

A. Limitations of the research

There are a number of limitations to the results that will be presented; some are dependent on the methodology used for collecting and analyzing the data, while others are due to the nature of the subject being studied. Of the former, the qualitative nature of the investigation means that, while we gain an understanding of the depth and variation of the types of skills and knowledge required across the quantum industry, we are unable to report, for example, how many software engineers are employed currently, or make numerical estimates for future employment numbers. However, we emphasize that this is also one of the advantages of this study, as companies were more willing to contribute given we were not asking about strategic information. A second methodological limitation is in the sampling of companies. We relied on the QED-C for initial contact with companies, then used information from interviews to identify further companies and individuals to contact. While the initial responses from the QED-C led to half of the interviews, removing selection bias on the side of the authors, the snowball sampling introduces bias based on already existing connections between individuals. Additionally, no more than 3 people were interviewed from any one company, which means the interview may not be representative of the whole company, especially if the company is engaged with different aspects of quantum technologies, but the interviewee has experience limited to one area, e.g., hardware. Finally, given the background of the authors, it is possible that there was bias towards physics in the identification of interviewees, as potential interviewees who were themselves physicists might have been more receptive to talking to researchers based in a physics department. However, this is also an advantage, as interviewees were able to describe in depth the technical details of the skills and knowledge required by their employees.

The analysis of the data depends on the application of the coding scheme, the consistency of which has been tested through IRR. The numerical analysis resulting from this, nevertheless, has limitations, especially when investigating relationships between codes. This is because the codebook allows for some codes to be applied only where there is an explicit reference to the item being coded, or that it is clearly implied from the context of the surrounding discussion. For example, to apply the code of the degree level of "Ph.D." would require the interviewee to make an explicit statement about employees with a Ph.D. Codes were similarly applied for both degree level and job type. Therefore, while a large time might have been spent in an interview discussing Ph.D. physicists who were employed as experimental scientists, this would only have been coded with all three codes when the degree level (Ph.D.), degree subject (physics), and job type (experimental scientist) occurred explicitly in the same context. Therefore, analysis, such as that presented in Sec. III C, only represents a subset of the data that have been collected.

Of the limitations due to the nature of the subject being studied, the first is that the companies responding from the QED-C self-identified as being in the quantum industry and were interested in the development of the workforce. Therefore, companies who did not consider themselves to be in the quantum industry would not have, at least initially, been sampled. This is especially relevant when considering the role of facilitating technology companies, as unless these companies are providing bespoke solutions to quantum companies, as the ones who are included in this study were, their connection with the products of the quantum industry may be limited. This is related to the wider question of which employees are in the quantum industry: is it just the ones who need some knowledge of quantum physics or quantum information, or is it everyone in a company that designs, makes, sells, and supports such products? How this question is answered internally by a company strongly relates to whether they would have contributed to this study. The companies that contributed to this study had sufficient prior engagement with the premise of the study to take part, and so this introduces some bias based on the construction of the current view of the quantum industry towards companies with that capacity, however that bias is not unique to this study. Finally, as
we have already discussed, there is no agreed upon definition of what the quantum industry is, which is in part due to the rapidly evolving nature of the industry. This means that there is a temporal limitation to the validity of this study; as the technologies advance different skills will be needed to those documented here and as higher-education institutions augment their degrees and courses, the supply side of the workforce will also change. The hope being that those two aspects align and complement each other. Therefore, this study can be classed only as a snapshot of the quantum industry in Fall 2019.

III. RESULTS

We now provide answers to our research questions posed in Sec. I. The numerical results presented below are based on the number of companies to which each given code was assigned (e.g., part of a transcript being labeled with a specific skill), rather than the total number of occurrences of a code across all interviews. These numbers are representative of our sample and not necessarily the general population of companies in the quantum industry. Additionally, while the numbers do indicate the frequency of responses to our interview questions, frequency is not always equivalent to importance.

A. What are the career opportunities that exist in the quantum industry?

We have identified five main types of technical careers available within the quantum industry: engineer, experimental scientist, theorist, technician, and application researcher [Fig. 2(a)]. Almost all the companies interviewed reported that they had job positions titled “engineer.” To understand the role of an engineer in the quantum industry, we have further classified those engineering jobs within the different subdisciplines of engineering [Fig. 2(b)]. Later, in Sec. IV, we raise the question of whether these are quantum engineers. We emphasize that this is our own categorization of job positions in companies, and the titles we have associated with each job are not always the same as those in any given company. Furthermore, these job titles should not be confused with the degrees that employees may have earned, which we discuss later. There is also some overlap between these different jobs depending on the company; for example, someone employed as an experimental scientist may need to have a greater experience of skills normally associated with an engineer when working for one company compared to another.

In the Supplemental Material (Sec. S. I [20]), we provide rich descriptions of each of these jobs and what skills are associated with those roles. In these descriptions, the blurred lines between the academic disciplines of physics and engineering and the skills needed in the workplace become evident. An interesting, and outstanding, question is how are the jobs described distributed within a company? This distribution is a sensitive detail for some companies, as it can reveal what stage a company is at in their product development with later stages having a higher proportion of engineers and technicians in their workforce to enable manufacturing. We deliberately did not collect these data in order to encourage participation in this study; however, in the following section, we identify which skills are most often cited by companies as important for their employees to have. Some of these skills transcend individual jobs described above, while others are more specific.

B. What are the skills valued by employers?

A deep knowledge of the theory behind quantum information science is not a necessary or sufficient requirement to work in the quantum industry. Indeed, “classical” skills are highly valued. We have already seen this in our discussion of the variety of different types of jobs within the quantum industry.

1. Shared skills across the quantum industry

We now consider the skills and knowledge valued in the quantum industry independent of the specific job types and company activities. Our goal is to create a resource to which faculty may refer when teaching existing, or developing new, courses. First we consider what skills are valued by companies across the quantum industry? Remembering that not all employees need all of these skills.

Almost all the companies mentioned the importance of coding skills (90%) and experience with using statistical methods for data analysis (90%). Coding skills are needed...
for the design and control of experimental apparatus, as well as the collection and analysis of the data from that apparatus. Coding skills are also needed for the collaborative development of software environments through which a user may interact with the hardware. Data analysis is required at both the fundamental, analog level of signal inputs and outputs from a piece of hardware, and at the abstracted level, such as processing the output from a quantum system (repeated sampling from a probability distribution) and interpreting its meaning.

Coding and data analysis skills are related to the expectations of most companies that employees would have laboratory experience (81%), which indicates that hardware development is a key component of the quantum industry. Only pure quantum algorithm and application companies do not need any experience in a laboratory. Experimental scientists, with a Ph.D., would “have experience starting an experiment in their lab and know what it takes to get something up and running.” For junior employees, with a bachelor’s or master’s degree, a senior design or capstone project in a quantum lab, or a similar internship, is a major plus. An essential aspect of laboratory experience is gained from teaching laboratories, where it is expected that students have learned “how to keep a lab book ... how to document what [they’ve] done... how to prepare a report... how to propose a hypothesis.”

Having knowledge and experience with electronics is almost as ubiquitous an expectation as coding (76%). Electronics is used to control and power the hardware (lasers, microwave antennae, etc.) used to manipulate and measure the system storing the quantum information. Some of this electronics is standard control systems, while other pieces need to be manufactured to distinct specifications for the system, often with low-noise requirements. Troubleshooting and problem solving are also valued by companies (71%). These skills are related to both experience in a laboratory environment and debugging computer code. Companies recognize that it is hard to assess whether someone is good at troubleshooting or problem solving, which is why they value seeing practical experience on a potential employee’s resume.

Material science and knowledge of material properties relevant to a company’s specific hardware play an important role when designing and building new hardware, and so many companies (67%) look for that knowledge in their employees, e.g., “material specialists [who have] actually built the superconducting circuits.” While some companies simply need this knowledge in their engineers and experimental scientists to design hardware, other companies have teams that actively develop new materials. This latter group would require more in-depth knowledge of material science; needing to have a good background in quantum mechanics and condensed matter systems, but not necessarily experience in quantum information science.

The most valued skill related to quantum information science is knowledge of quantum algorithms and computer science (62%). This category is almost exclusively related to quantum computing companies, though some algorithms for quantum information processing are utilized in sensor and communication (cryptography) activities. There are a number of different aspects of this skill: (i) development of new algorithms; (ii) implementation of existing algorithms on hardware; and (iii) application of existing algorithms to specific problems. For the first of these, a deep knowledge of computer science and mathematics is required, though little physics is necessary. The second requires more physics knowledge, as it relates to how to translate from the abstract space of operations on single or pairs of qubits to real microwave, radio frequency, or laser pulses to perform those operations, accounting for real world effects. The third assumes the previous two aspects exist, and so requires relatively less knowledge of these (except when debugging). Instead, value comes from knowledge of the set of algorithms that exist, what they are useful for, and how to run them on a simulated or real device.

2. Variation in skills required by the quantum industry

Beyond the skills discussed above that are shared across multiple activities in the quantum industry, many skills become very dependent on the specific technology being developed. We have chosen to categorize these skills by taking the view of a faculty member wishing to identify how their new or existing course material is relevant to the quantum industry. We categorize the skills into what may be considered titles of potential courses in a quantum information science and technology curriculum: Traditional Quantum Theory; Quantum Information Theory; Real-World Quantum Information Theory; Hardware for Quantum Information; Electronics; Mechanical Engineering; Optics and Opto-Mechanics. We have ordered the courses from theoretical to experimental. These groupings of skills emerged from the coding analysis of the interview transcripts (see Sec. II), whereby one of the authors and an independent coder separately categorized the skills that had been coded. The names for each potential course were assigned after the skills were grouped. Comparison of these two categorization schemes showed good agreement and led to minor refinements of the categories. For each skill, we have provided at least one quote from our interview study to provide insight into how that skill is relevant to a particular area of the quantum industry. These quotes are exemplary and should not be considered prescriptive in their implications for course design.

Tables presenting the categorization of the skills can be found in the Supplemental Material (Tables S.I–S.VI) [20]. We envision two uses for these by instructors: either to provide inspiration for topics to cover when developing a new course or to look up topics that an instructor may
### Real-world Quantum Information Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Coding                         | "be able to program based on established quantum algorithms, be able to debug the quantum processor, be able to collect and analyze data and discuss the results back with me."
|                                | "Some of what we do is refining our processes and calibrations of [micro]computer and that involves doing a bunch of experiments and understanding if you've nullified your hypothesis or proven your hypothesis."
| Statistics and data analysis    | "we have software engineers that contributed to the statistical analysis of [experiments]
| Troubleshooting (debugging)    | "totally different from debugging classical code [cause classical codes you can step through and quantum codes you can't do that because you'd have to measure and when you measure you just throw your information]."
| Noise sources                  | "what a gate model machine is, the principles on how it operates, decoherence and noise mechanisms and common failure mechanisms for both models of quantum computation."
| Modeling                       |  "understanding how to take noisy data, understanding what the underlying physical model of what is dragging that data, knowing how to fit that data and say something statistically meaningful: whether your model is correct or not; or how to update your model."
| (De)coherence                  | "the decoherence mechanisms for the technology upon which the sensor operates"
|                                | "it's important to know for a particular application whether you want a system that has a longer coherence time or a system that can easily be coupled to some other system. What are the limits of that kind of coupling?"
| Error correction               | "for quantum error correction, and device design, and simulation obviously need lots of physics"
| Open system dynamics           | "the Schrödinger equation drives the time evolution that we see or, hopefully even more than unitary dynamics, understanding open system dynamics"
| Qubit hardware                 | "when you're talking about quantum computing and applications, you don't need to know a great deal about the base hardware except for how it's going to propagate up in terms of decoherence mechanisms"
| Hamiltonians                   | "that sort of connection from some abstract Hamiltonian to actual physical reality is of course tenous and needs to be carefully understood what the limitations are."
| Quantum circuit design (physical) | "taking a specification of a quantum system in terms of a Hamiltonian and then turning that into a design that will be fabricated. And there's a lot of microwave engineering there, but also strong connections to quantizing microwave circuits."

FIG. 3. The types of skills and knowledge that may be relevant for a possible course on “real-world quantum information theory.” The grayed region indicates skills that are shared across multiple courses (see Supplemental Material, Sec. S. V [20] for tables for other courses). The examples given are quotes from our interview study and are provided to give context to how the skills are useful in the quantum industry.

already be teaching for relevant examples that can be related to applications in the quantum industry. To illustrate our categorization and these potential uses, we include here one of the tables (Fig. 3) for the categorization of possible components of a course in real-world quantum information theory. In this example, we see that an instructor developing a new course may choose to focus on statistical data analysis and how to deal, from a theoretical perspective, with the practical issues of noise affecting the results of quantum computation. Different institutions and instructors may want to focus on different skills included in Fig. 3, depending on their own priorities and those of their students, such as emphasizing the noise issues in one specific type of qubit hardware. For an instructor of an existing quantum course, who wishes to include a modern context or application, they may identify in Fig. 3 that they can relate their existing content to problems in the quantum industry through how the time evolution defined by the Schrödinger equation is important in determining the open-system dynamics of qubits and hence their decoherence.

### C. How have existing employees gained the required skills?

Existing employees in the quantum industry have gained the skills discussed above through both higher-education courses and learning through opportunities provided on the job. In this section, we aim to document the current situation where skills are acquired in order to provide the background for later recommendations. We first present data on the routes through academia that employees have taken, and then detail how companies are providing further training to their employees.

#### 1. Routes into the quantum industry through higher education

Our data indicate that higher education provides routes into the quantum industry through the traditional disciplines of physics, engineering, computer science, math, and chemistry (Fig. 4). In the Supplemental Material (Sec. S. II [20]), we provide detailed descriptions of how each degree level and subject prepare a student with the skills necessary to work in the quantum industry. The majority of companies reported having at least one employee with a Ph.D. in physics. This seems at odds with the results presented in Fig. 2(a), where the majority job type was an engineer, however, while employees may be trained in physics, they move into engineering roles when they join a company—again raising the question, what is a quantum engineer? We can see this clearly in Fig. 5, which relates the degree subject and level to the
different job types. In Fig. 5, Ph.D. physicists hold jobs of all types, except for the technician role. Furthermore, we see that fewer companies have employees with engineering Ph.D.s than physics Ph.D.s, but employ more bachelor’s degree engineers than bachelor’s degree physicists. This reflects the skills and experience that the company is looking for when they are hiring for specific jobs, details of which can be found in the Supplemental Material [20].

2. Training provided by companies

There is a general recognition that new graduates are almost never ready to seamlessly start to work in the quantum industry, “just because someone has a Ph.D. doesn’t mean they’re ready to work.” It is inevitable that numerous skills have to be learned while employed. We present in the Supplemental Material (Sec. S. III [20]) the skills identified by more than one company where training has been required, as a function of the five different types of job. However, this results in very few identifiable skills, due to the fact that a lot of the training that takes place within each company is very specific to the products that they are developing. This domain-specific knowledge can be learned only while in employment, as it includes not only proprietary information about product design, manufacture, and operation, but also knowledge about how the company functions. This puts an upper limit on the extent to which higher education can prepare students to enter the workforce. We must acknowledge that companies will always play an essential and complementary role to higher education.

FIG. 4. The top 13 degree and subject combinations found in the quantum industry. The percentage corresponds to the number of companies, of the 21 in our sample, reporting at least one employee with the given combination of degree and subject.

FIG. 5. Jobs by degree level and degree subject. Each colored box represents the response of one company where they indicated at least one existing employee occupied the given job (denoted by the color of the box) and had studied the given subject to the degree level shown. The number of rows and columns assigned to each subject and degree is an aesthetic choice. Note, this figure does not represent the number of employees with each job. Figure 4 gives a better representation of the distribution of employees by degree level and subject. For a discussion of the limitations to the numbers in this plot see Sec. II.
Most companies do not have a formal structure to their training, expecting new employees to learn “on the job” (95% of companies interviewed). This informal education comes mainly through independent learning (76%), i.e., “pick up a textbook, read some papers,” or through online courses or tutorials (33%). This independent learning is often guided by senior or peer mentors (62%) and is personalized to the needs of each employee and their role. Employees are also expected to learn from internal seminars and group meetings (14%). We discuss more structured forms of training in the following section, when describing the specific training needs related to each degree level.

D. What training and education programs would be helpful to teach the required skills and knowledge?

In the preceding sections, we have presented data that help us evaluate the current role of higher education in training employees for careers in the quantum industry. Now, we present data from asking employers how higher-education institutions could better prepare students for careers in the quantum industry. We emphasize that the results presented here are those from the sample of companies interviewed and therefore do not take into account the views of teaching or research faculty who might have different priorities when educating students.

The training provided by Ph.D. programs is generally seen as the best preparation to enter the quantum industry, “we’re still at a point where we usually need a Ph.D. for them to be useful.” Standard graduate physics courses taken during the first years of a Ph.D. are seen as adequate preparation (“what I expect is a standard, graduate-level physics knowledge,” including quantum mechanics, electromagnetism, atomic physics, statistical mechanics). In addition to the specific domain knowledge gained over the years of a Ph.D., the experience of doing research and developing one’s own project are key strengths of completing a Ph.D. The only changes that were mentioned included the following:

1. more experience with software development in a collaborative environment (using tools such as Git);
2. team-working skills;
3. engineering and system design skills; and
4. more awareness of how business works.

The first two of these are valuable in academic careers as well as industry, while the latter two could be harder to include in Ph.D. programs, and could justifiably be the purview of industry training. Notably, these changes would help many students looking for employment even outside of the quantum industry.

As we have seen above, companies are hiring bachelor’s and master’s level engineers, physicists, and computer scientists, with the expectation that these employees will be trained by the companies. There is one thing that the quantum industry requested from higher-education institutions to help in this transition, which is a one or two semester course in order to increase quantum awareness (33% of all companies interviewed): “a basic course in quantum information for engineers and I guess there could be sort of two different versions of this... one is the more sort of algorithms and applications and software and programming languages one and the other one is more like device physics and qubits and error correction and control electronics kind of one.” The hardware track would be geared towards electrical, mechanical, and optical engineering students, while the quantum software track might be more focused on software engineering and computer science students. By recruiting more from a diverse range of degree subjects and levels than the currently dominant physics Ph.D. programs, there is a larger pool of possible employees. This approach has been independently recommended by the Defense Science Board that the Military Department Academies “should add a one-semester quantum technology class for engineering, science, and computer scientists” [6].

Quantum awareness has also been highlighted in the National Strategic Overview for Quantum Information Science [7]. Furthermore, this trend fits with the growth of the companies as they move their products out of development into production and the ratio of engineers to physicists increases—the technology is “being transitioned to a product and so at that point we start wanting to pull in more engineers, more technicians.” This change occurs as the science problems are solved, and the main issue becomes ensuring the system is reliable, making classical engineering skills become even more valuable.

A high value is associated with research experience, as evidenced by the large number of Ph.D.-holding employees. Companies like to see this experience in bachelor’s and master’s students where they have taken internships (19%) or worked in a research laboratory (48% of companies reported hosting interns—mainly graduate students—and use the internship to help their own recruitment). There is a desire for engineers to have the opportunity to do quantum related projects in senior design or capstone projects: “And they went and worked in labs and built low-noise laser controllers or high-ish frequency rf stuff.” A few companies interviewed (14%) indicated that a master’s in quantum information science, with laboratory projects or internships, would be a good way to prepare students who had not gained that experience in their undergraduate program, but who also did not want to do a Ph.D. before entering industry.

The other area of value that higher education can add to the quantum industry is in retraining existing employees. This is beyond employees enrolling in existing courses. Companies report a desire for on-demand short courses of no more than a couple of weeks, or a few hours per week over a longer period of time (52%), tailored to specific technologies: “day long workshops and courses... like [an] optical-metrology workshop or vacuum for dummies”; “a
short course in cryogenics, or... a very short course on microwave electronics.” There is some interest in providing courses to increase general quantum awareness for existing employees, though the value of that to a company, where this could be provided internally, is not very high: “I wouldn’t care to necessarily send our engineers off to a quantum computing mini-course, except for the fact that that’s interesting and enriching. It’s of less value.” The content most valuable for companies is through gaining hands-on experience with new laboratory technology (33%), such as a one-week course where “we actually went there and built a [frequency] comb,” or that employees “can now align MOTs [Magneo-Optical Traps] or laser systems.” This is because there is a high cost associated with purchasing and setting up equipment, as well as a risk associated with it not working, that can be mediated by making use of resources that already exist at university research facilities. The exact content of such short courses would depend upon the available expertise at a higher-education institution as well as industry demand.

E. What are the skills that are currently hard to find when hiring for the quantum workforce?

The challenges of hiring are not simply a function of the number of new graduates from higher-education programs, but also depend on the demand for skills across the quantum industry, as well as other industries, and the situation of each company in terms of its reputation, geographic location, and network of connections. Therefore, some companies may find it easier to hire than others, which may skew the results from our snapshot of the quantum industry. Nevertheless, the companies interviewed reported that there were issues across three main types of job.

Some companies reported it hard to find quantum information theorists who have a good understanding of the application of algorithms (33% of all companies interviewed), though others found this less of a problem: “a lot of the theory positions have been the hardest... it’s very specialized as far as the number of groups in the world that focus on things like quantum computing algorithms or quantum error correction.” This problem might be because theorists are often expected to “hit the ground running” being able to fill a specific role, and so fewer candidates are suitable. This expectation is likely a result of companies not having the resources (or economic need) to train quantum information theorists.

Hiring engineers with experience of analog electronics proved challenging (29%): “what’s challenging is finding people with relevant electronics expertise, and by relevant I mean sort of a good blend of analog and digital.” This is because there is less focus on analog electronics in electrical engineering degrees, so fewer people with these skills are entering the market, while there is still demand from other industries that rely on those same skills. Indeed, another interviewee, with a physics background, reported: “you can’t find any good analog electronic training any- more. The best are physicists on average.”

Finally, hiring senior level employees (19%) with years of experience in the quantum industry and the ability to drive programs forward: “it’s hard to find somebody who has lots of experience and can significantly change the technical direction of the company.” One reason for this is that “it’s a new industry and there’s not very many people that have been around for more than a decade.”

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Higher education’s role in preparing students for a career in the quantum industry has, so far, been dominated by physics departments. This is because it has mainly been in physics departments that proof-of-principle experiments have been carried out demonstrating quantum technologies. The quantum industry is interested in turning these experiments into products that can be sold to solve real-world problems. While theoretical contributions from mathematics and computer science departments are valuable, they only have a small contribution to the physical realization of a quantum sensor or quantum computer. This situation, of physics education dominating the curriculum vitae of employees in the quantum industry, is slowly evolving as the technologies mature into products that can be manufactured and sold. This means that there is an increasing need for engineers to refine these products to make them more reliable and lower cost. There is also the need to build a customer base for the hardware, such as people who know how to program quantum computers, so that companies, government, and academia can make use of the new tools that will become available in the future. The need for these latter users is entirely dependent on the timeline and success of the hardware efforts. There are, therefore, a number of places where there is an opportunity for higher-education institutions to play a new role in highlighting and providing the skills needed in the quantum industry to engineering and computer science students. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the quantum industry still needs physics graduates at the bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D. level, who occupy a research and development role.

The results of our investigation suggest that classical skills in physics and engineering are valued just as much, if not more than, knowledge of quantum information science, for the majority of roles currently in the quantum industry. This is a reflection of the focus on the development of hardware, and the fact that quantum information theory lives in its own abstract space independent of the hardware. The difficulty is in how that theory is realized, such as managing to produce a π/4 phase shift on a qubit using a laser pulse. This requires classical skills, such as accurate control of the laser in terms of pulse duration, frequency, and intensity, as well as sufficient isolation of the qubit.
from its surroundings. Therefore, there is a lot of non-
quantum-information-science knowledge that is needed:
"the science is ahead of the systems… we 'know' how to
build a fault tolerant quantum computer with a million
qubits. Nobody knows how to make a hundred qubits."

As the quantum industry is growing rapidly, there are
a myriad of different job titles that describe the same or
similar sets of responsibilities. One important example of
this is the phrase "quantum engineer(ing)," which was
mentioned by 29% of the companies interviewed. In
the discussion above, we deliberately avoided that phrase, as it
has significantly different meanings to different people. For
some, a quantum engineer is a Ph.D. physicist who has
gone into industry, for others, it is a Bachelor's engineer
who now works in the quantum industry as a hardware
engineer, and for others it is a software engineer who has
studied quantum information science and now writes code
for quantum computers. For each of these jobs, a different
depth and breadth of skills are needed depending on the job
and the company, in not only quantum physics but also
discipline-based knowledge. Therefore, when a company
says they need quantum engineers, it is important to clarify
what is meant by that term.

There was a surprising lack of references to employees
who have a computer science or a math background in the
interviews. This is probably due to the current state of the
quantum industry, but also the sampling of our study. If we
assume our sample is representative, then the relative lack
of computer science and math graduates in the industry is
reflective of the hardware focus of the quantum industry,
and also on the absence of training directed towards and
awareness of job opportunities in the quantum industry in
undergraduate courses. Then again, if students are aware of
the opportunity, but are risk averse and recognize the
nascent nature of the quantum industry, they may prefer
to accept jobs working in classical computing, or other
industries. Given that this study has been carried out by
physicists, there is a possible bias in the phrasing of
questions. We asked about employees who needed quan-
tum knowledge, which led many interviewees to, initially,
discuss only employees with a physics background. We
discuss more about the limitations of the study in Sec. II.

Similarly, machine learning has not appeared in our
skills lists, despite 38% of companies mentioning it, which
is because it was not connected by the interviewees to any
specific job or degree. Most of these companies described
using machine learning to help analyze their data and
optimize the design of their hardware. Only 14% of
companies mentioned quantum machine learning and not
in any detail. As quantum machine learning is a use case for
quantum computers, it should not be surprising that most
companies do not look for employees with skills in it until
the required hardware exists.

It is tempting to think that the natural home to study the
application of quantum algorithms is in computer science
or software engineering departments. To some extent that
may be true, given the close relation of quantum informa-
tion science to classical information science, however that
is currently not the case. The conceptual and mathematical
understanding developed in physics courses provides a
foundation on which knowledge applicable to the quantum
industry can be built. Hence, if computer science or
software engineering departments want to include quantum
computing in their curricula, there is still a large number of
challenges in developing effective pedagogy to train
students who are familiar with classical algorithms in the
different paradigm associated with quantum algorithms.
Examples of these differences are that quantum algorithms
run in multi-dimensional vector spaces and give probabi-
listic outputs, as well as more practical considerations such
as the inability to debug code by stepping through it while it
is running. These differences were often highlighted in our
interviews: "there's the very basics of programming, but it
changes so much when it comes to quantum programming.
And then I think starting from scratch is almost as easy as
retraining."

Before concluding, we discuss an apparent discrepancy
between the results we present from the desires of the
quantum industry and the preparations being carried out by
many higher-education institutions. We refer to the fact that
the majority of higher-education institutions that are con-
sidering how they can adapt their existing programs to meet
the needs set out in the NQI Act are considering introduc-
ing a master's degree (professional and/or traditional) in
quantum information science [9], while only 14% of the
companies we interviewed mentioned the introduction of
such degrees as a way for higher education to increase the
workforce pipeline. A number of companies even sug-
gested that all they would like is for classical engineers to
have had a one or two semester quantum course, which
would be significantly shorter and less expensive than a
two-year master's degree. Given that the rate of supply of
employees with Ph.D.s in quantum physics is not increas-
ing, if companies wish to expand their workforce, most of
the job growth will be in positions that require less quantum
expertise. While a master's in quantum information science
might help an applicant stand out during the hiring process,
we recall that for these types of positions, companies
reported that they valued expertise in engineering skills
over depth in quantum knowledge. It is essential, therefore,
that there is communication between higher education and
the quantum industry over the coming years in order that
each can adapt and prepare for the changes that are taking
place in the other.

The qualitative nature of this work provides clarification
on what the quantum industry is, the types of jobs within it,
and what skills and knowledge are currently valued by the
industry. However, there remains a number of unanswered
questions, which are outside the scope of the present work.
One key question is quantifying the number and size of
companies within the quantum industry, as well as the distribution of jobs within the industry. While that has not been the goal of this work, the qualitative descriptions of the quantum industry and the jobs within it provide a basis for the construction of a vocabulary and definitions that can be applied in future research and policy work. This is important, as there is currently no agreed upon terminology, as we have discussed, for the types of jobs within the quantum industry.

Finally, there is the question of what changes can a higher-education institution make that would benefit their students? There is not one correct answer here, however one thing that a higher-education institution could do is introduce an intro-level quantum course focusing on either the hardware or algorithms aspects of quantum information science. Such a course would have appeal as both general interest as well as be useful for a variety of science, technology, engineering, and math majors (see the similar recommendation by the Defense Science Board [6]). When developing a new course, or even a larger program, the breadth of the quantum industry means that choices must be made: what area of the quantum industry should it focus on: sensors, networking and communications, or computing? Should it be a hardware focused course with hands-on activities? Or more abstract, focusing of quantum programing or pure quantum information theory? Who are these courses for: students or professionals? In which department should these courses be given? These choices should be based on the expertise available at that institution, the needs of the students, and consideration of the local and national connections to industry of the institution. The latter dependency can be important, as it not only provides routes for students into industry, but can also provide resources for the university in developing these new courses, such as access to quantum computers, training content, as well as possible directions for collaboration on training hardware that could be hosted at the higher-education institution. We hope that our results and suggestions for course content in Fig. 3 and the Supplemental Tables S I–S VI [20] can help provide some guidance when faculty are considering these questions.

All data needed to evaluate the conclusions of the paper are present in the paper. Additional data related to this paper may be requested from the authors.
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